
 
 

Request for Quotation – Unarmed Security Guard Services 
Questions and Answers 12/4/2014 

 
 
Question 1: Page 1 indicates the contractor is to be bonded.  Is a bid bond or performance bond required?  If 
so, can you please provide the specifics?  
 
Response 1: No 
 
Question 2: Can you please provide an overview of the various posts required on this contract, their location 
and post duties and the hours of each individual post?  
 
Response 2: Two Guard Shifts with one guard per shift covering the hours of 6:30 am to 10:30 pm 
 
Question 3: Are the security guard services on this contract only to be provided at the LFC building at 2405 
Tulare Street location or are services also to be provided at other F5FC locations such as the 550 E. Shaw 
location?  
 
Response 3:  Only the 2405 Tulare Street location 
 
Question 4:   Is a patrol vehicle required for the unarmed security guard providing services on this contract?  
 
Response 4:  No 
 
Question 5:   Page 4, tab 5 instructs to include the overall budget in the proposal.  Is this budget to be part of 
the 7-page proposal narrative or can this budget overview be included as an attachment that will not be counted 
against the proposal page count?  
 
Response 5:  Budget is part of the 7 page proposal  
 
Question 6:   Page 5, tab 2 instructs to include a copy of the PPO license with BSIS. Is this license to be part 
of the 7-page proposal narrative or can this be included as an attachment that will not be counted against the 
proposal page count?  
 
Response 6:  As an attachment not included in the 7 page proposal 
 
Question 7:   Is there a specific pricing format that F5FC wants to be used, such as hourly rate or monthly rate 
or annual rate?  Provide per the RFQ page 4 #5. “The Quotation should include”. Can F5FC please provide a 
pricing form that shows the quantity and unit of measure so that bidders can complete the unit price and the 
extended price (if required)?  
 
Response 7:  Per the RFQ  page 3 “Quotation Submission Requirements”, #1. Attachment “A” the quotation 
Standard Form No. 1 must be completed signed and returned. 
 
Question 8:   Is there a bidders preference for being a local business, small business, and/or a veteran owned 
company?  
 
Response 8:  No 
 
Question 9:  What is the projected start date? 
 
Response 5:   February 2015 

 


